Abstract: Visions of a second green revolution empowered by emerging technologies have called for interdisciplinary syntheses to scale up the discovery of functionally definitive gene variants responsible for climate adaptation in plants. We integrated novel approaches using whole genome sequences and satellite remote 25 sensing to identify natural knockout alleles associated with drought histories in wild Arabidopsis thaliana. Genes identified exhibit signatures of parallel molecular evolution, selection for loss-of-function alleles, and shared associations with flowering time phenotypes in directions consistent with longstanding adaptive hypotheses 7 times more often than expected by chance. Artificial knockout lines then confirmed 30 predicted phenotypes experimentally. These findings further challenge popular assumptions about the adaptive value of genetic loss-of-function in nature and inspire new opportunities for engineering climate resilience in crops.
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One sentence summary: Whole genome sequences and satellite-detected 35 droughts point to gene knockouts as valuable genetic fuel for climate adaptation.
Main Text: Droughts affect billions of people each year and pose the greatest threat to global food stability. Accelerated efforts to reverse engineer drought tolerance in crops can be informed through insights gained from adaptation in wild plant species but require interdisciplinary perspectives and translatable discoveries (1) . Such an evolutionary research program is motivated by the need to understand adaptive drought tolerance strategies for 5 different types of drought conditions, which can vary in severity and timing (2) . Furthermore, previous failures of single locus approaches have reinforced the necessity of developing methods to identify beneficial alleles at both genomic scales and functional molecular resolutions to yield a more complete understanding evolution and discoveries relevant to future molecular breeding decisions (3, 4) . We combined long-term satellite-detected drought histories, 10 whole genome sequence scans based on allele function, and hypothesis driven reverse genetic screening in Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis hereafter) to test historical predictions about how drought timing shapes the evolution of flowering time and outline a broadly scalable approach for discovering functionally definitive gene variants responsible for plant climate adaptation. 15
Plants have been adapting to drought for millennia and evolutionary responses to specific drought events can be dramatic (5) . Historically, most research has studied late growing-season droughts, yet drought conditions can occur throughout the year and drought timing is forecast to change over the next century (6) . Nevertheless, the observation both in nature and agriculture 20 that plants are particularly susceptible to drought while flowering (7, 8) has contributed to the longstanding hypothesis that adaptive flowering time evolution should reflect patterns in the seasonal timing of drought events (9) . Detailed studies of life history (10) also reveal that locally adapted Arabidopsis populations begin flowering in their home environments just prior to and after periods of increased historical drought frequency ( Fig. 1A and B) . This motivated 25 an investigation to identify alleles associated with drought timing and address the hypothesis that they contribute to adaptive flowering time evolution.
To study global seasonal drought timing, satellite-detected measurements offer a valuable historical record. One such measurement, the Vegetative Health Index (VHI) has been used for 30 decades to predict crop productivity (11) . By quantifying drought induced vegetative stress this index also presents a resource to study seasonal patterns in drought-related episodes of natural selection. We analyzed 34 years of VHI data to characterize drought regimens at the home environments of Arabidopsis ecotypes (e.g. Fig. 1A and B) . We then generated a drought-timing index that quantifies the relative frequency of drought at different times over the typical 35 reproductive growing season and observed substantial differences in drought timing experienced by ecotypes (Fig. 1C, Fig. S1 , Data S1). Translating the evolutionary genetics of drought adaptation to crop improvement requires the identification of causative and functionally definitive gene variants. In contrast to early theoretical predictions, loss-of-function (LoF) alleles, those that eliminate or 'knockout' a gene's molecular function, are overrepresented among alleles reported as responsible for crop improvement and often produce adaptive phenotypes in wild species (12) (13) (14) (15) . Adaptive LoF 5 alleles are also particularly valuable for targeted molecular breeding because functionally similar mutations can be mined from the breeding pool or generated directly by non-transgenic native gene editing. Unfortunately, traditional genome-wide association scans relying on the one-locus, two-allele model perform poorly at detecting adaptive LoF alleles, which often arise through parallel molecular evolution (16, 17) . Species-wide whole genome sequences, however, 10 present the opportunity to advance beyond previous mapping and scanning methods by contrasting predicted functional allele states rather than SNPs, to understand evolutionary genetics at functional molecular resolutions and inform perspectives on next generation molecular breeding.
15
We analyzed whole genome sequences in Arabidopsis to identify candidate LoF alleles underlying drought adaptation and flowering time evolution. We first surveyed the genomes of 1135 ecotypes (18) for LoF alleles in protein coding genes predicted to encode truncated amino acid sequences (Data S2). To overcome the potential parallel evolutionary origins of LoF alleles that would have challenged previous methods, we classified alleles based functional allele state 20 rather than individual polymorphisms for association testing. After filtering steps to reduce the likelihood of false positives, we thus tested 2088 genes for LoF allele associations with drought timing ( Fig. 2A ) and flowering time (Fig. 2B ). These analyses identified 247 genes in which LoF alleles are significantly associated with drought timing and/or flowering time after accounting for population structure and multiple testing (Data S3). 25 Associations to drought timing predicted associations of LoF alleles to flowering time directly. Together, summer drought and earlier flowering associated genes (Fig. 2C) , and spring drought and later flowering associated genes (Fig. 2D ) overlapped 7 times more often than expected by chance (χ 2 =492, P<2 ×10 -16 ) and no shared associations were observed in the opposite direction. This result supports the classical hypothesis that flowering time reflects 5 adaptation to local drought regimens, indicating the evolution of "escape" through earlier flowering in summer drought environments, and "avoidance" by later flowering in spring drought environments (19) . Satellite-detected drought histories thus prove useful for predicting the direction and molecular targets of phenotypic evolution, identifying immediate candidates for hypothesis testing and potential use in developing climate adapted crop varieties. Functional 10 genome-wide association scans with ecologically meaningful environmental variation could be valuable for discovering candidates underlying other important traits that are especially difficult to measure.
Signatures of selection in the genes identified differ from the genome average and neutral 15 expectations. As expected for genes harboring LoF alleles, these genes show parallel evolution of LoF and accelerated amino acid sequence evolution among Arabidopsis ecotypes ( 2D ) and greater frequencies of each independent LoF allele ( Fig. 2E ). This pattern is consistent with theoretical predictions and results from simulations of adaptation by parallel molecular evolution involving recurrent mutation combined with more rapid local fixation of alleles experiencing positive selection (16) . 25
The extent of LoF responsible for adaptive phenotypic evolution is much greater than once assumed (20, 21) . LoF alleles identified were overwhelmingly associated with spring drought/later flowering rather than summer drought/earlier flowering (χ 2 = 132, P < 2×10 -16 , Fig. 2 ). Because the reference genome and gene models are from an early flowering 30
Arabidopsis line, this is consistent with the hypothesis that LoF alleles are particularly important in the evolution of phenotypic divergence (13) . We found that flowering time is strongly predicted by the accumulation of LoF alleles across the 214 candidate genes associated to spring drought and/or later flowering time ( Fig. 3A-E) , estimating a 1-day increase for every 3 additional LoF alleles across these candidate genes (Fig. 3F ). Importantly, we did not find a 35 broader overabundance of LoF alleles in later flowering ecotypes or those from spring drought environments that would explain this relationship (Fig. S3 ). Rather, these findings support a model of climate-associated evolution in complex traits that includes a substantial contribution from widespread genetic LoF and give promise to targeted LoF as useful for directed phenotypic engineering. 40 Experimental knockout lines confirmed the later flowering times predicted from natural allele associations. To test phenotypic effects we screened a panel of confirmed T-DNA insertion mutants representing a sample of candidate LoF alleles associated with spring drought and/or later flowering. As predicted by variation among Arabidopsis ecotypes (Fig. 2D) , the vast majority of knockout lines in these candidate genes (57 of 59) flowered later on average 5 than the wild type genotype (Fig. 3G, Data S5 ). LoF alleles identified through these analyses and experiments include those previously linked to flowering time (22) and drought responses (23, 24) . Implementing a functional genome-wide association scan, we find that allele associations with ecologically meaningful environmental variation (drought timing) accurately predict associations with adaptive phenotypes directly (flowering time). Together with 10 validation in transgenic lines, these findings outline a scalable model for gaining deeper insights into the functional genomics of climate adaptation in nature and further challenge historical assumptions about molecular adaptation that have implications for influencing evolutionary theory and public attitudes toward emerging molecular breeding approaches.
Groundbreaking yield increases during the green revolution of the 1960s were largely attributable to semi-dwarf phenotypes caused by LoF alleles in both rice and barley (25, 26) . Later it was found that natural LoF alleles of the same gene in wild Arabidopsis produce similar phenotypes (17) , suggesting the potential to mine ecological species for information directly useful for crop improvement. Visions of a second green revolution powered and informed by 20 such natural variation call for discoveries in evolutionary functional genomics at scales that have now become possible. The work presented here demonstrates a critical step in this process of exploiting evolution to inspire future molecular breeding of climate resilient crops and highlights the value of integrating breakthrough technologies from diverse disciplines to develop a more complete understanding of evolution. 
Materials and Methods

Satellite-Detected Drought Histories of Arabidopsis 10
To study patterns in historical drought, the remotely sensed Vegetative Health Index (VHI) was used, a satellite-detected drought measurement tool whose advantage is that it includes information about vegetative impacts of drought (9, 27) . This index is based on multiple data sources from NOAA satellites, combining deviations from historic climatic (Temperature Condition Index derived from AVHRR-15 based observations in thermal bands) and vegetative conditions (Vegetative Condition Index derived from NDVI) to detect periods of ecological drought conditions and distinguish between other sources of vegetative stress such as cold (11, 28, 29) . VHI was collected weekly since 1981 at 16 km 2 resolution on a scale from 0 to 100, where values below 40 reflect drought conditions (11) (Fig. 1A) . The frequencies of observing 20 drought conditions during photoperiodic spring (quarter surrounding spring equinox), summer (quarter surrounding summer solstice), fall (quarter surrounding fall equinox), and winter (quarter surrounding winter solstice) were calculated globally from 1981 to 2015 (Fig. 1B) in R (30) using the raster package (31).
To characterize the seasonal timing of droughts during an important period of 25
Arabidopsis' life history, a univariate drought-timing index was generated that quantifies whether the historical frequency of drought increases or decreases over the course of the typical Arabidopsis reproductive growing season (32-34). Specifically, this index is equal to the natural log transformed ratio between spring and summer drought frequency. More negative values reflect environments where drought 30 frequency increases from spring to summer and are referred to here as "summer drought environments," (e.g. Fig. 1B left) . Conversely, more positive values reflect environments where drought frequency decreases from spring to summer and are referred to here as 'spring drought environments,' (e.g. Fig. 1B right) . After removing ecotypes with missing location data or locations falling within pixels classified as 35 water, seasonal drought frequencies and drought timing were calculated at the location of origin for 1,097 Arabidopsis ecotypes that were included as part of the 1001 Genomes Project (18) (Fig. 1C, between functional allele state among Arabidopsis ecotypes and historical drought timing at their locations of origin was tested by logistic regression in a generalized linear model in R (30). To reduce false positives and false negatives, population structure was accounted for by performing a principal component analysis on the kinship matrix among all ecotypes (18) and including in each model the first three 30 resulting principal components, which explain >75% of variance in relatedness between ecotypes (47). The R-values (Rdrought timing) of the slope estimates (βdrought timing) for drought timing in these models were adjusted to account for multiple tests by a Bonferroni correction (table S4) Fig. 2A bottom) .
The above analytical approach was repeated to test whether functional allele state is associated with the reported common garden flowering times of Arabidopsis ecotypes (14) (table S4). See Alonso-Blanco et al. (14) for details, but in brief, flowering 5 time was measured in growth chambers at 10°C (considerably less missing data than experiment at 16°C) under 16 hour days. Earlier flowering genes were identified as those in which LoF alleles are found in ecotypes that flower significantly (βflowering time <0 & Rflowering time <0.05) earlier than ecotypes with a functional allele (Fig. 2B top) . Later flowering genes were identified as those in which LoF alleles are found in ecotypes 10 that flower significantly (βflowering time >0 & Rflowering time <0.05) later than ecotypes with a functional allele (Fig. 2B bottom) .
Overlap Between Drought Timing and Flowering Time Associated Genes
To address the longstanding hypothesis that flowering time reflects adaptation to 15 drought timing (9, 19, 48) , and the test the corresponding prediction that alleles associated with drought timing are also associated with flowering time, the groups of genes identified with significant associations to drought timing or flowering time were compared ( Fig. 2C and D) . Deviation from the null hypothesis of independent associations to drought timing and flowering time was evaluated by a chi-squared test 20 (Expected number of co-associated genes = 12, Observed = 83, χ ) and visualized separately for genes associated to summer drought/earlier flowering (Fig. 2C) and to spring drought/later flowering (Fig.  30  2D) .
Signatures of Selection
To assess whether histories of selection for genes identified differ from the genome wide expectation, measures of amino acid sequence evolution were 35 evaluated for 122 genes in which loss-of-function is associated with drought timing or flowering time and for which there are orthologs identified between A. lyrata and A. thaliana (50). For each gene, sequences were aligned using MAFFT (51), codons with gaps removed, and the number of non-synonymous and synonymous polymorphisms among A. thaliana accessions (PN and PS) as well as synonymous and non-40 synonymous divergence (DN and DS) from A. lyrata were measured using mkTest.rb (https://github.com/kern-lab/). The ratios PN/PS and DN/DS were then calculated to measure the proportion of variants predicted to affect amino acid sequences that are segregating among ecotypes and diverged from A. lyrata, respectively. These calculations were also performed for genes not associated to drought timing or flowering time (n=912) and the remaining genes across the A. thaliana genome 5 (n=20373) with orthologs between A. lyrata and A. thaliana. To test whether genes identified show evidence of accelerated protein sequence evolution, comparisons were made to genes associated with drought timing or flowering time for both PN/PS (Fig. S1A ) and DN/DS (Fig. S1B ) by two-sided students t-tests (α=0.05) in R (30). Because theory predicts adaptation by loss-of-function to proceed through 10 multiple independent alleles, but to exhibit a fewer number of different alleles than in neutral loci at similar LoF allele frequencies (16, 52, 53) , the number of unique LoF alleles was estimated by protein length in the genes that passed preceding filtering steps. To address the hypothesis that genes in which LoF alleles are associated to drought history or flowering time are likely to reflect positive selection compared to 15 genes in which LoF are random with respect to drought history or flowering time, the total number of unique LoF alleles between these groups was compared using a twosided students t-test (log10 transformed, P=5.8x10 -7 , Fig. S2D ). To control for the possibility that this result in an artifact of reduced frequency of LoF alleles in genes identified, the global frequency of LoF was also compared between these groups 20 (log10 transformed, two-sided students t-test, P=0.11, Fig. S2C ). Finally, to further test the prediction that LoF alleles in genes identified have increased in frequency because of more positive selection, the frequency per specific LoF allele was compared between groups (log10 transformed, two-sided students t-test, P= 3.4x10 -7 , Fig. 2E ).
25
Candidate Genes Contributing to Later Flowering Time by Widespread LoF The significance of the tendency for LoF associations to spring drought/later flowering time (Fig. 2D ) was tested by X-squared tests (spring drought vs. summer drought, P<2x10 -16 ; later vs. earlier flowering, P<2x10 -16 , spring drought/later flowering vs. summer drought/earlier flowering, P<2x10 -16 ). The chromosomal locations of 30 candidate genes (those associated to spring drought/later flowering time) were mapped onto the Arabidopsis genome (42) (Fig. 3A) . To address the hypothesis that widespread LoF contributes to later flowering time phenotypes, the total number of LoF in candidate genes for each ecotype was calculated and the correlation between this value and flowering time evaluated (Fig. 3F, ). . 1A ) and converted into a drought-timing index (Fig. 1B and C) . Large values of this index indicate environments where spring droughts occur more frequently than 5 summer drought (ie. where the frequency of drought decreases over the course of the reproductive growing season) and vice versa (raw map data available at greymonroe.github.io/data/drought). 
